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Attn: NPG FOB Suppliers 
 
We work closely with our International Payments team and, in the last few months, have found 
that they are frequently managing invoice discrepancies.  This causes them additional work to 
reconcile/adjust and it puts us at risk with US Customs Compliance.  The most frequent issues 
that they are finding are below: 

 Too many revised invoices.  Ensure the invoice is accurate before the goods are 
shipped.  Correcting an invoice takes multiple steps.  We also have to notify Customs 
Compliance so they can make a decision on whether to correct value declared (This often 
occurs when you create the invoice prior to final audit.  You must correct the invoice after 
audit if there is a change in total quantity to ship.) 

 First cost does not match the purchase order – the invoice must be updated for any 
changes or last minute discounts 

 Hautelook or Trunkclub PO’s must be on their own invoice and not combined with other 
PO’s.  They must be on separate invoices for both the broker (docs sent with the 
shipment) and for payment.  Revising them after does not help. 

 The invoice that goes with the shipment for the broker must exactly match the invoice 
sent for payment 

 Each PO on an invoice must be subtotaled.  We are having to hand calculate these at 
times. 

 Sets and separates – the invoice must match the purchase order.  If we ordered 6 of one 
style and 6 of another, the invoice must be 6 and 6, not one set of 6.  And vice versa. 

 
We are now receiving quarterly updates from International Payments on the issues by supplier 
and you will be hearing from a Production Planner if you are on that list.  We will be monitoring 
repeat issues with the same supplier.  We ask that you please work with your teams to ensure 
invoices are accurate. 
 
Best Regards, 
NPG Supply Chain 
 


